
Why Infoblox
Infoblox is the market leader in DDI. More than 7,000 customers and 83 of Fortune 
100 companies rely on Infoblox for their DDI. Organizations the world over choose 
Infoblox for DDI for many reasons, including:

Why Migrate Now?

This is the perfect time to discuss migrating to Infoblox because our Core Bundle Promotion is 
available to VitalQIP customers. The Core Bundle Promotion:

• Combines Infoblox DDI with Advanced DNS Protection, ActiveTrust, Reporting & Analytics and 
DNS Tra�c Control into a unified suite of services in one convenient package. 

• Simplifies and automates network security, enables advanced management, and optimizes 
resource utilization.

• Boosts network uptime, while ensuring that your security and availability are never compromised.

• Uses subscription pricing that reduces CapEx, first-year spending and spending over most 
planning horizons. Software subscriptions also include updates and enhancements without a 
separate maintenance agreement. 

MIGRATE YOUR CORE 
NETWORK SERVICES?

Enterprise-grade O�ering
In recent years, we’ve bolstered that leadership 
position by adding DNS Security, insightful DDI 
reporting, DNS Tra�c Control and other features. 
The end result is that today we’ve elevated DDI 
to an enterprise-grade network service platform.

Cloud Integration
We have extended DDI deep into the cloud 
by integrating DDI management with the 
management of software-defined networks and 
datacenters, saving time and reducing the 
opportunity for errors.

Partner Ecosystem
Infoblox has also assembled an ecosystem of over 
20 technology partners that use our open APIs to 
integrate their products with the storehouse of 
network information we maintain. These APIs are 
available to new partners and customers alike for 
new integrations.  

Track Record
Infoblox has an unmatched track record of 
migrating users of legacy DDI systems to Infoblox. 
With dedicated resources and processes, we take 
the time to understand your network and 
requirements, and then partner with you deploy 
a proof-of-concept solution, plan the transition, 
deploy product, train sta� and transfer knowledge. 
This methodology has helped over 100 enterprise 
VitalQIP users with some of the largest networks 
in the world successfully adopt Infoblox.
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Special discounts available now

Finally, the Core Bundle Promotion includes significant price discounts if you take advantage 
by July 31, 2018. The value of Infoblox core network services has never been better.

Contact your Infoblox Sales Representative or Channel Partner to learn more. Or, go to 
https://www.infoblox.com/solutions/migrate-to-infoblox-ddi/ 

About Infoblox
Infoblox delivers Actionable Network Intelligence to enterprises, government agencies, and service providers 
around the world. As the industry leader in DNS, DHCP, and IP address management (DDI), Infoblox provides 
control and security from the core—empowering thousands of organizations to increase e�ciency and visibility, 
reduce risk, and improve customer experience.
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